Meet the reindeer
This can be you: an exclusive offer for our guests in winter 2019
To tame reindeers, use them as work animals and their meat to survive, their bones, fur and all parts for tools and other items has
been a part of the sami and norwegian culture ever since. There is four tame reindeer herds in the southern part of Norway, not
connected to the sami families and one of them is connected to the area around Hindsæter. The herd of about 3.000 animals is
owned by a company called «Vågå tamrein» . Four to five people are employed to make sure they have a good time, enough to eat
and stay half tame to produce wonderful 100% ecological meat, which we also serve at Hindsæter.
Winter 2019 we can offer you a meeting with these reindeer herdsmen and their reindeer herd in their world, the mountains. This
is an exclusive possibility and is only offered through three weeks. During this time the reindeer herd can be guaranteed kept in an
area where it is possible to visit them. The animals are not dangerous, but half-tame means also half-wild and it is a a bit of a job for
the reindeer herdsmen to keep 3000 animals at a spot if the herd wants to go somewhere else...

10 am: Transport from Hindsæter to Murudalen, we pack lunch package, good winter clothes. A
guide from Hindsæter joins you for the whole day
10.40: Arrival in Murudalen, our guide takes you on snowshoes to the reindeer herd. Depending on
the exact position of the herd this walk can take 30 minutes to maks 2 hours.
The reindeer herdsmen show you the animals, they provide food the reindeer like and you can feed them.
Talk about reindeer herdsmens life and the animals. Depending on weather and conditions you stay 1-2
hours with the reindeers before you return back to the bus.
14 – 15: Transport back to Hindsæter
NOK 1.490,- per person everything included. The tours are set to 14/2/ 21/2 and 26/2. The dates can change to another day in the
same week and under very bad weather conditions cancelled. Min. 6 persons .

more:

hindseter.no
facebook.com/hindseter
vagarein.no
facebook.com/jotunheimenrein
https://bit.ly/2qxUKYw (video of the norwegian minister of
agriculture visiting the reindeer herd)
post@hindseter.no
T + 47 61238916

